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Trump Calls Coup Attempt “Treasonous.” Deep State in
Panic Mode.
The Deep State is in panic mode after
President Donald Trump, following the
conclusion of the Mueller probe, suggested
that shady individuals involved in trying to
take him down had done “evil” and even
“treasonous things” against America. Trump
also warned that he has been “looking” at
these unnamed characters for some time.
Establishment globalists and Deep State
operatives in the media pretended to be
horrified by the president’s comments. But
among Trump supporters — many of whom
backed him to “drain the swamp,” lock up
criminals from the previous administration,
and take on the “globalists” — the
excitement is still growing. Indeed,
lawmakers are already promising
investigations of those who abused their
power to launch phony investigations in a
bid to overturn the 2016 election.

President Trump has been on a victory lap for days. The end of Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s “witch
hunt,” as Trump described it, was recently announced, and it included no new indictments and found no
evidence of “Russia collusion.” According to Attorney General William Barr’s summary of the Mueller
report, there was no evidence of a conspiracy between the Kremlin and anyone involved with the 2016
Trump campaign. Even anti-Trump fanatics and Trump-Russia conspiracy theorists have been forced to
throw in the towel. But this is not over. Indeed, a lot of concerned Americans want to see justice served
for what they view as a subversive Deep State scheme to terrorize Trump and potentially reverse the
will of the American people by unseating the elected president.

At the top of that list is the president himself. In a text message sent to supporters, the Trump 2020
campaign said: “Dems raised millions off a lie. Now we FIGHT BACK!” Separately, Trump has accused
top FBI officials of “treason.” Among other individuals excoriated by Trump, former FBI boss James
Comey was dubbed a “terrible guy,” and former CIA boss (and an admitted supporter of the Soviet-
controlled Communist Party USA in the 1970s) John Brennan was slammed as a “sick person.” House
Intelligence Committee Chairman Adam Schiff, meanwhile, was slammed by Trump as a “sick person,”
while the chorus in Congress and beyond demanding his resignation continues to grow. Trump has also
lashed out repeatedly at what he calls the “criminal Deep State.”

Perhaps more importantly, following the end of Mueller’s investigation, Trump again said there was
“treason” — potentially a capital offense — going on in what had transpired. “There are a lot of people
out there that have done some very, very evil things, very bad things — I would say treasonous things —
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against our country,” the president told reporters, without specifying exactly who he was talking about.
“And hopefully people that have done such harm to our country — we’ve gone through a period of really
bad things happening — those people will certainly be looked at. I’ve been looking at them for a long
time.”

Trump did not specify what the next steps might be in holding alleged traitors accountable. He also did
not say who may have committed evil and treasonous acts, or what those acts were. But aside from
hysterical complaining by the establishment, there has been speculation about what sort of information
and intelligence the president may have obtained about potential treason in Washington, D.C. The
developments have generated a great deal of excitement in the so-called “QAnon” community. The
loosely knit online network believes that somebody close to Trump who goes by the handle “Q” (for Q-
level security clearance) has been transmitting sensitive information online to Trump supporters about
an ongoing plan to remove corrupt criminals from power. They have been expecting arrests of high-
level Deep State criminals for some time.  

Ironically, the globalist establishment media and the talking heads they parade in front of Americans
freaked out over Trump’s use of the term “treasonous.” And yet, when former CIA boss Brennan used
the same term about Trump, it was reported as evidence that Trump may actually be a traitor. Even the
supposedly “conservative”-leaning media chastised Trump for using the word. “Trump throws the word
‘treason’ around far too carelessly,” complained failed political candidate turned pundit Quin Hillyer in
the Washington Examiner. “Trump’s dangerous demagoguery, repeatedly using variations of the word
‘treasonous’ to describe his critics and opponents and a supposed ‘deep state’ conspiracy, must stop.”

Among the concerns expressed by Hillyer is that treason is a legal term that refers to a very serious
crime: making war against the United States, or giving aid and comfort to a declared enemy of the
country. And yet, as Trump explained clearly on the campaign trail, there is smoking gun evidence that
Barack Hussein Obama and Hillary Clinton deliberately armed, aided, and supported al Qaeda-led
jihadists in their wars against Libyan strongman Moammar Gadhafi and later Syrian strongman Bashar
al-Assad. In fact, Trump posted a link that included a document from the U.S. Defense Intelligence
Agency proving that one of the goals of that support for al Qaeda was to help create a “salafist
principality” in Eastern Syria. Today, that principality is more commonly known as the Islamic State, or
ISIS. 

Beyond that, Trump has also taken aim at globalists and what he has described as a “criminal Deep
State” working to undermine the United States and his administration to advance a global system. If
globalists were to succeed in their publicly stated objective of “global governance” under what leading
architects tout as a “New World Order,” the United States would cease to exist, at least as an
independent, self-governing constitutional republic. And so, it could be argued that anyone in
government who swore an oath to uphold the U.S. Constitution and yet is deliberately working with
America’s enemies to subvert that Constitution and U.S. sovereignty is committing treason.

The press has suggested that the treason Trump has in mind is more mundane. Chief among the
concerns are the ridiculously phony documents produced by discredited “former spy” Christopher
Steele, an anti-Trump activist from the United Kingdom. Paid by a firm that was funded by Hillary
Clinton’s campaign and the the Democratic National Committee (DNC), Steele produced the so-called
“dirty dossier” that anti-Trump extremists in the Obama administration used as a pretext to spy on
Trump and his campaign. Senior Justice Department officials knew the document was ludicrous, and yet
it was used to obtain secret warrants to begin surveillance and infiltration of the Trump camp.
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On this matter, Trump has already outlined some of the steps he is preparing to take. For instance,
speaking on Fox News’ Hannity show with popular host Sean Hannity this week, the president said he
would release the full and unredacted Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) warrants. He also
vowed to release documents related to the warrant that were used by the Obama FBI to persecute his
campaign. Trump said the goal is to “get to the bottom” of how the now-debunked but endlessly hyped
“Russia collusion” conspiracy theory underpinning Mueller’s investigation came about.

“I do, I have plans to declassify and release. I have plans to absolutely release,” Trump told Hannity,
one of the high-profile media personalities who warned all along that the “Russia collusion” hoax was a
Deep State plot against the president. “I have some very talented people working for me, lawyers, and
they really didn’t want me to do it early on. … A lot of people wanted me to do it a long time ago. I’m
glad I didn’t do it. We got a great result without having to do it, but we will. One of the reasons that my
lawyers didn’t want me to do it, is they said, if I do it, they’ll call it a form of obstruction. Frankly,
thought it would be better if we held it to the end. But at the right time, we will be absolutely
releasing.”

While the public does not yet have details about what those documents may contain, speculation has
been running rampant since it first emerged that the Obama administration illegally spied on the Trump
campaign. And lawmakers have vowed to probe the issue, too. Senator Rand Paul (R-Ky.), who has
emerged as an important ally to the president, said Congress must “absolutely” subpoena the Obama
administration officials involved. One of the reasons for that would be to find out who in the Obama
White House used the obviously phony “Steele Dossier” as the key “evidence” to justify spying on
Trump’s 2016 presidential campaign. Indeed, the Obama administration literally “sent spies” to try to
“entrap” Trump officials, Senator Paul noted during an interview on “Fox and Friends.”  

Neoconservative Senator Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), meanwhile, also made clear that Republicans in
Congress were not done yet. In what was described in press reports as a “warning shot” to Hillary
Clinton, her associates, and the Justice Department officials involved in the anti-Trump conspiracy,
Senator Graham warned that “those who were abusive of the process in 2016 on the other side, you
haven’t had much scrutiny, but that’s coming.” Hearings and potentially other measures are now being
discussed to compel officials to reveal what they knew and when they knew it.

Trump attorney Rudy Giuliani also called for investigations of those who conspired to launch a phony
investigation of the president that has divided and radicalized American society like never before.
Pointing to House Intelligence Committee boss Representative Schiff, a far-left activist who repeatedly
promised evidence of “collusion” that never existed, Giuliani said any new congressional investigations
from his committee would be discredited before they began. But there are other investigations that
should be considered. “If there are people who contrived this investigation, who made up this collusion,
maybe they themselves should be investigated,” the former mayor of New York City said.

Investigative journalist Jerome Corsi, one of Mueller’s targets whose life was turned upside down with
Gestapo tactics, wrote an important book exposing the Deep State machinations against Trump. Now,
he has been cleared and is vowing to make Mueller pay, and critics say the evidence he compiled about
Mueller, Clinton, Obama, and other senior U.S. officials must be heard. And anyone guilty of criminal
offenses in these matters — the Uranium One scandal involving Clinton and the “Clinton Foundation”
would be a good place to start digging, or the brazen and unlawful support for designated terror
organizations — must be held accountable and punished.

As this magazine documented extensively in a Special Report last year, though, the Deep State that has
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tried to destroy Trump and the United States goes much deeper than just a rogue Obama
administration’s dirty tricks. In fact, there is a “Deep State Behind the Deep State” — a network of
secret and semi-secret societies and organizations that have dominated the levers of power for
generations. And it is a far more serious threat than anti-Trump hacks at the FBI, DOJ, and the
“intelligence” agencies. Leaders of many of these bureaucracies actually come from the secretive
networks; groups such as the Council on Foreign Relations, Bilderberg, the Trilateral Commission, Skull
and Bones, Bohemian Grove, and so on.

If Trump truly hopes to drain the swamp and punish treason, the justice system must be prepared to
cast a much wider net. With the president cleared and Trump-Russia conspiracy theorists looking like
fools and even criminals, there has never been a better opportunity to strike than right now.
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